SSRKC
Yamba Camp 30 March – 5 April 2014

Trip Leader and Report by Richard Sharpe
Some years had passed since the club visited Yamba for a camp, previously in Dec 06 and March 07
and I thought it was time to revisit the great paddling venues that Yamba had to offer. Of the
members participating in this camp only 2 had been at the earlier camps, so it was new territory for
the majority of our group. In line with the increasing membership and popularity of the SSRKC a
record number of 31 paddlers and 35 including the non-paddling wives attended this camp. Not all
stayed for the full week, with 26 paddlers being the norm for most days.
The Calypso Holiday Park was our base, right in the centre of Yamba and only a stone’s throw away
from shops, cafes and all amenities, and of course the historic Yamba Hotel a short but steep walk,
but one which was rewarded with its outstanding views over the mouth of the Clarence and beaches
below. The non-paddling wives were well catered for, with pleasant walks around the town and
plenty of cafes to enjoy a morning get together.
The creeks and streams that we paddled in can be very shallow at low tide and it’s imperative that
any future camp at Yamba have similar tides, if not slightly earlier highs than we had.
This report will differ from previous reports in that I will include launch sites, tide times, driving
directions etc. so that it can be used as a resource for future trip planners. I spent a lot of time
researching these details and felt it would be a shame not to have all this information available for
future trip leaders planning a camp in this area. The tide times I am quoting are at Yamba and have
been adjusted for daylight saving time which was still current, but which finished the weekend we
departed. Consequently a lot of our departures were in the dark, particularly those that involved
some driving distance.
A number of members took advantage of the Calypso Park’s offer to stay for 7 days and pay for 6,
and arrived on Saturday 29th March, while the majority arrived on Sunday 30th. The accommodation

was fairly evenly split between those that stayed in Waterfront cabins, the caravan-camper trailers
and a few who chose to camp.
Sunday 30th March
HT 8.49am 1.64m
Distance 24.3km
Time 3hrs 33mins
Location of Paddle
Clarence River upstream
Launch Site
Car park at the end of Harbour Street to the right of Calypso Park about 300m
walking distance along the waterfront footpath adjacent to the Clarence. Grassy area to rig on,
and sandy beach to launch from.
This was the first unofficial paddle with 7 of the early arrivals doing a Clarence River paddle.
Seven of us left soon after 8 to paddle upstream out of Yamba Bay, past Hickney and Dart islands
and into the Clarence proper. The tide was still coming in fast as we made good progress up the
Clarence and we had wanted to go to the highway bridge, but Ian wasn’t keen on going that far and
we finally found a tea stop. One of the few spots to land, but it was ideal with a grassy slope down
to the water and a mansion nearby. At this stage Ian decided he had paddled far enough and would
join us on our return, while the rest of us then continued across the Clarence leaving Ian to meet up
with us later. The Clarence at this point was around 1.3km wide as we paddled across, but very
shallow outside of the channel. We aimed for the entrance to a creek on the opposite bank which
was to be our turnaround, and with nowhere to land paddled for home. The tide was still running in
2hrs later, and not until we had travelled a fair way back did the tide finally turn. Once it did turn we
were travelling at 8.5km/hr which was just a well as we were all pretty tired at the end of a 24.3km
paddle. At least one paddle should be held in the Clarence itself to experience the size of this mighty
river system. However it’s important to gauge the tides correctly as it would be very difficult to
paddle against the tide as it approaches the mouth.

Clarence River

Monday 31st March
HT 9.33+2hrs 1.59m
Distance 22.7km
Time 4hrs 5mins
Location of Paddle
Oyster Channel and Wooloweyah Lagoon.
Launch Site
Boat ramp at the end of Carrs Drive
Drive 3km down Yamba Rd turn left into Carrs Drive which becomes a dirt road approximately
300m from the boat ramp.

26 paddlers left the park at 7.15 to drive the short distance to the end of Carrs Drive. There was
plenty of parking in a large round car park and a dirt boat ramp leading into Oyster Channel.
Everyone was ready by 8 and we set off in perfect conditions, turning to the left as we left the boat
ramp. I followed my GPS and it took us past a couple of islands that we would have had no idea that
we could traverse. Once out of the channel and into the lagoon it was very shallow and we ran
aground a few times heading over to Lakes Boulevard where we stopped for tea. Wooloweyah
Lagoon is approximately 8km long and 4km wide and can be compared to Lake Cootharaba although
it is considerably shallower. Tidal influence is minimal once in the lagoon, but at least half tides are
needed in Oyster Channel to get into the lagoon. It was a bit early for a tea stop, but I had no idea
whether we would find another stop.

Early tea stop Wooloweyah

All agreed to stop even though we had only been going for 38 mins and had tea at a small sandy
beach at the end of Lakes Boulevard, Wooloweyah. I chatted to the gardener of a nearby house,
asking him about the depth of the lagoon, but he wasn't much help other than to say he thought we
would get through OK. As we later found out, there were plenty of places to stop, as each headland
had a sandy beach on its northern side. We pulled in at another sandy beach some time later for a
second round of morning tea. We then headed south to some oyster leases we could see in the
distance, pretty well at the bottom of the lagoon. Now it was time to head for home with the help
of a light SE. Everyone with sails hoisted them including Vivien who was using hers for the first time.
The GPS was invaluable as I would never have found the exit from the lagoon without its help. We
encountered several fishing boats netting for prawns and had to take evasive action to avoid them.
Heading north we passed Palmers Channel and then Micalo Channel before heading up the third

channel pretty much parallel to the one we left from. Finally got back into the main oyster channel
and we were home. A most enjoyable paddle and a must for any future trips.

Wooloweyah Lagoon

Tuesday 1 April
HT 10.15 1.5m + 2hrs
Location of Paddle
Micola Island
Launch Site
Boat ramp at end of Carrs Drive

Distance 17.5km

Time 3hrs 20

Another beautiful day saw 26 paddlers leaving Carrs Drive with the addition of Bernie and Robert his
guest, in a double. We were all lined up on the boat ramp nearly ready to leave, when a guy in a
tinnie pulled up thinking he would have the place to himself. Having no room to launch he abused
us and wasn't patient enough to wait a few mins. He wasn’t at all intimidated even though totally
outnumbered, so we launched early to give him access to the ramp.
Robert at this stage realised his boat was firmly locked onto the racks with the key back at the Park.
Racing back he returned in record time, unlocked his boat and we were away.
The plan was to take the same channel into Lake Wooloweyah that we had used to return yesterday,
turning right once in the lagoon and then enter Micalo channel. We ran aground several times
getting into the lagoon but then only ran aground a couple more times in the channel. The bird life
in the channel was the amazing,
probably helped by the inability
of power boats to navigate the
shallow waters. Jumping mullet
was the order of the day and
several paddlers nearly got hit by
them with one missing my face
by inches! Tea stops were pretty
limited, but we eventually found
an abandoned aquaculture farm
with a grassy area, making it
ideal. It was a bit muddy where

Micola Channel Aquaculture Farm

we got out of the boats and we had to lift some right out of the water. Climbing a small bank we
could see the many ponds and irrigation equipment, clearly a multi-million dollar venture which had
failed. Having inspected the
farm, we continued up Micalo
channel
following my GPS route under
the 2 bridges on the Yamba Rd
and then a sharp right turn back
onto the oyster channel. We saw
the guy in the tinnie and this
time he was much more pleasant
and asked how long it would take
us to clear the ramp. We told
him 30mins and he said he would
wait until we had gone. After
the bridges the channel opened
up wide and with plenty of water
in the centre of the river we
arrived back at Carrs Drive at the
top of the tide.
Abandoned Aquaculture Farm
Owing to the fact that some
members had to leave on
Wednesday we had a club dinner
on Tuesday evening at the Yamba Bowls Club. This was a great success following on from our daily
Happy Hour, with excellent reasonably priced meals and an area set aside for our 30 plus member
group. Afterwards it was only a short walking distance across the road back to the Park.

Micola Island

Micola Island (Marine Map)

Wednesday 2 April
HT 10.55 1.4m
Distance 26km
Time 5hrs 15mins
Location of Paddle
Sandon River and Candole Creek
Launch Site
National Parks campsite boat ramp at the end of Sandon Road
Drive Yamba Rd to Pacific Hwy. South to Maclean, onto the Brooms Head Rd. Turn right into
Sandon Rd a few km before Maclean. Continue along Sandon Rd, a dirt road for 10km and park in
the Nat Parks campsite. 50km approx. 50mins

Leaving the Sandon Boat Ramp

The launch site was a sandy beach next to the boat ramp and we all assembled there. We left at
8.40 which wasn't too bad considering there was a lot of unpacking and getting ready when we
arrived. It was another
glorious day as we headed
across the Sandon River only
a short distance from the
mouth. We had a rising tide,
but still well down as we
skirted around the
sandbanks, and walked our
boats over others, until we
reached the main body of
the river after which we had
deep water for the rest of
the paddle. Stingrays
abounded in the shallow
waters, whilst the occasional
sea eagle was seen hovering
Bob skilfully negotiating the Rocks
searching for a fish. Being in
Yuraygir National Park, the
scenery was pristine and
totally unspoilt as we paddled along the tannin coloured water of Sandon River. We passed
Tourmbaal Creek to the right and then continued into Candole Creek leaving the Sandon River
turning off to the left. At this stage a tea spot was on our mind, but none was to be found until a
waterfall and a line of rocks spelt the end of the upriver paddle. We continued back looking for a
sandy beach, and just as we were getting desperate we found a little beach that would just do. It

was pretty muddy with steep walls but they gave us a bit of shade and we had tea with the stools
sinking into the mud. As we approached the Sandon River turnoff to the right we asked the group if
anybody wanted to head home. In the end all continued including Di who had a broken rudder cord
and was having heaps of trouble steering the Barracuda without a rudder. Eventually the distance
covered was 17km and Max was urging me to go back as some of the group were getting tired. We
turned around but checking later on Google Earth we could have gone at least 4km further provided
there were no obstructions. There was some confusion re the lunch stop, with 8 of us staying with
me whilst the rest went to another spot further around the junction of Sandon and Candole creek,
which in fact turned out to be the better option.
The rest of the trip back went uneventfully, there now being plenty of water over the sandbanks as
we headed for home. By the time we got back to the Calypso it was 4pm with everyone pretty tired
after a long day, but a day which was to be one of the highlights of the camp.

Sandon and Candole Creek

Thursday 3 April
HT 11.34 + 2hrs 1.29m
Distance 18.2km
Time 3hrs 20mins
Location of Paddle
Lower Esk Maze
Launch Site
Marandowie Drive on Iluka side of Clarence
Drive Continue on Iluka Rd from the highway. Turn right into Johnsons Lane and then right into
Marandowie Drive following a dirt road for 200m to the gravel boat ramp.
This had been the one paddle that had worried me the most. Looking at the map it was a maze of
waterways and channels leading off in all directions (hence known as the Maze). Not only that, I had
to contend with very shallow water and sandbanks everywhere. The trip started badly with most of
the group heading towards Iluka on Marandowie Drive instead of turning right into the dirt road.
This was probably my fault, as I had given them incorrect directions when turning off Iluka Rd. I was
rigging when I got a call from Fay asking where I was, telling her to go back to the end of the road
and onto the dirt. They all arrived a short time later and with the tide just rising 21 boats left. I
initially followed Jim's tracks but soon got stuck on sand bank after sand bank until we gave that
route away and turned around to head up the main channel. We saw a tinnie a short distance in

front of us and knew we were in the right direction. Lorrie had rudder problems which suddenly
fixed themselves. I gave Bruce the map, and he and I had to consult frequently to find the right
channel. The tide was coming in at a good rate of knots as we headed up the straight to the Esk

I reckon it’s this way!

River Bridge, but even on this section we had to work our way around the sandbanks. Finally we got
to the Esk River bridge and the tea stop just on the other side, with a small inlet running up to a
gravel boat ramp, if you can call it that. Our tea stop was the launch for tomorrow’s paddle in the
Upper Esk. We took up the whole area and discussed how we should park our cars the next day.
Going back was even trickier, and finally with sufficient depth we went back the way we had planned
to go on the way up. Numerous consults with map and GPS and we made it through the Maze. It
lived up to its name and is best done on a much earlier high tide than we had.

Lower Esk Maze

Lower Esk Maze

Later that afternoon some of the group did some surf kayaking on a beach just south of the bar, with
John H. showing some exceptional skills in his new wooden boat. A few came to grief, but all had a
ball riding the waves.

John mastering the Waves

Don showing how it’s done

Hang in there George!

Friday 4 April HT 12.13 + 2hrs
Distance 22km
Time 3hrs 35mins
Location of Paddle
Upper Esk from Iluka Bridge.
Launch Site
A track leading off to the left 100m past the Iluka Bridge over the Esk River
Drive Pacific Hwy south turning right into Iluka Rd and launching from just below the bridge.
With limited parking under the bridge, we all left early in the dark to secure a spot.
There was plenty of light fog on the way and the temp was 19C as I arrived and got a good park in
the limited area available, followed by Albert and then Evan soon after. As the whole group arrived,
it became quite a feat to fit everyone in. We doubled and triple parked and still were able to leave a
space through to the boat ramp with nobody having to park up to on the busy road.

Parking warden!

The launch was in knee deep water and with so many boats and such limited space, people headed
off into the river as soon as they were ready. The lead group got a bit ahead and the final count was
23 boats.
We left pretty well at the bottom of
the tide, but this far up the Esk there
was very little tidal movement and no
noticeable difference between our
trip up and back. The group paddled
slowly in the calm conditions of the
early morning, taking in the
reflections and the mists that hovered
over the river. It was really a
magnificent time to be on the water

Give me some room!

and with ample depth in the river we all made the most of the beautiful surroundings. The river was
quite dark with tannins and magnificent reflections were everywhere we looked. The scenery was
sensational with few if any mangroves given the slightly brackish water, and heaps of every other
sort of vegetation which gave the surrounds an extremely interesting quality. Birdlife was
everywhere as the sounds of the forest never ceased. We were treated to sights such as Ospreys in
the air.

Morning mists in the Upper Esk

We went past Jacky's creek on the left and the water had that dark brown tannin colour similar to
the Noosa River upstream. The first hour would have to have been the best looking at the reflections
and mists in the cool of the morning.

Yamba 2014
Just past Jacky's creek we found a sandbank just large enough to take the entire group, and above
that we were able to scramble up a steep bank to a clearing that could have taken around 3 tents.

This spot looked like it had been well used, probably by Yamba Kayaks for their escorted trips. It was
one of the few landing spots available for a tea stop.

Fay, Robyn and Evan

The group continued on past Yorkies Creek and then another 2km upstream parallel to the coast. By
now we had done 10km and it was time to turn back. As we had already gone further than planned
it was decided to give Jacky's creek a miss and go straight home. Brian found a small inlet that led
into quite a large lagoon and explored it with Max. We had one more stop on the return on the
same sandbank we had used for our tea break and then with only 6km to go a few of us made a dash
for home.
It was a bit of a mission washing the boats in the confined space, but all went OK and one by one we
backed out of the tightest car park we had ever been in. This trip would have rated one of the best
paddles of the week.

Vivien reflecting

Upper Esk

Finally I would like to thank all the paddlers and their wives for the camaraderie that we enjoyed
amongst our group to make it such a success, and the best attended camp ever.
My thanks particularly go out to Jim Blyth who wasn’t able to attend the camp due to other
commitments, but who supplied me with GPS tracks of all the trips which he had previously done,
and the resource material and maps enabling me to plan the camp.
Photos supplied by Ian Berry, Max Locke, Brian Martin and myself.
Richard

